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THURSDAY FEBRUARY 25, 2021

Kieran / Sydney / 20:00
Mother has been stored in the fridge. Left for 25 minutes to warm to room temperature. Liquid-y
bubble froth. Slight yellow colour. Fresh fruity scented aroma, with an edge of sour candy. Has
minimal crust around the lip. There is a separation between the heavy curd-like mixture and the
watery froth. Colour like that of dilute pus. It seems happy and ready for the future. Singing scent.

Lachlan / Sydney / 20:00
Held in fridge. Observed cold. Thick and consistent, molasses and magma yet wetter. A shallow
swamp of brown discharge poured off into the sink. Bubbles and a slick. Overwhelmingly sour and
fruity. Smell of a pineapple tart left in the sun.

Beth / Biel/Bienne / 10:00
Retrieve the mother from the fridge. Six days since her last feed. Set her to thaw by the hot water
pipes for a couple of hours before feeding. On unwrapping, she releases a strong whiff of neglect.
She smells like an accusation. Is that mould fluffing her crusted rims? Scrape off the suspect
patches with a fork and flick them into the toilet along with half of her mass. Takes two flushes and
vigorous brushing to clear the tangy muck. Give her remains a brisk whisk with the fork then feed
her with rye flour and water from the fountain outside. A long stir to get the bubbles popping.
Instant mood change. Nose in the jar, breathe deep. Wafting hope and forgiveness.

 
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 26, 2021 

Kieran / Sydney / 19:59
Shivered excess slides down the sides. Looks like miniature river deltas. Clear spring scent. Fresh
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and young. Wheat is in the background. Only a few floating islands of froth. More and more clear
whey liquid. Separated from the heavier Mother. Cold from the fridge, taken directly out. 

Beth / Biel/Bienne / 10:35
A night spent mildy toasting by the hot water pipes. She’s one chunky sponge. Juicy tang wafting in
full force. The kitchen impregnated with her musk. Her surface like a mud flat at low tide. Wet suck.
Her belly seen through the jar sides reveals a thick strata of hollows and cavities. I think of ant
farms, the architecture of insect labour. The yeast hive swarming. 

Lachlan / Sydney / 16:50
Wetter, a thickness of intensity, such a slick, quicksand sludge. There’s not much activity in the
areas of gas production...maybe too cool in the fridge.
Visually dead.
Smells healthy though? Tomorrow I will discard and recharge 

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 27, 2021 
 
Kieran / Sydney / 17:15
Zero bubbles, zero froth. Just beneath the clear surface it looks like globules of brain tissue.
Waiting for her feeding perhaps? She knows? Still a clear fruity scent. Undertones of wheast paste.
Like a paper mache production. Definitely there is an aura of glue. Ready for a top up. Hungry!
This is her calling cry! 

Lachlan / Sydney / 21:59
Half removed, so thick and slippery like a yoghurt porridge, no bubbles, time to take out from the
fridge i think. 

Beth / Biel/Bienne / 20:05
She received an intensive scraping out for bread baking yesterday afternoon. Afterwards, dumped
a full feed of rye flour and water onto the dregs and stirred together. After 24hrs of luxuriating in this
high starch / starter ratio, she’s thoroughly glutted. Her surface is heavy whipped. Chilled crusts
around the rim. From the side we can see the bubbles rising in pyramid formation. Erupting
energies. She has a tang of smugness. 

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 28, 2021 

Kieran / Sydney / 18:40
Received dumping of fresh flour and water, hungrily ate it up. Creamy bubbles already and more
rising to the surface. Big lazy pOps. A few tiny chunks I missed that aren’t mixed...oh well. Smells
like fruit loaf batter. Wet loaf. Background tang. She seems content so I’ll place her back in the
fridge in an hour, give her time to be excited and do her thing. 

Beth / Biel/Bienne / 10:30
Second day in the fridge after gorging on a big feed. Strong vinegar scent with fruity resonance.
Rim crust slowly darkening into deep beige. Inside, her mass has solidified into stiff peaks and
furrows. She looks a little crumpled. Side view reveals more cavities left by the weekend’s feasting.
Put her back in the fridge to sleep it off. 

Lachlan / Sydney / 22:06
I can smell a sickness, more of a vegemite sour than a pineapple tart, no bubbles and a sense of
stasis, more to do tomorrow on resuscitory actions. Half removed and replaced for now.



MONDAY MARCH 1, 2021 

Kieran / Sydney / 19:45
Full bodied froth, like a freshly whizzed milkshake. Dimples of smiles and vanilla roundness.
Rivulets still running down the side from the lip, they’ve taken more solid form. Still damp but
getting drier. Mud at the edge. Much more muted scent, fruity floral undertones with leading note
that flutters with heavy wings. 
 
Beth / Biel/Bienne / 11:08
Day three of fridge repose. Her scent is mild, faint whiff of fruited vinegar. Her heavy whipped mass
is starting to darken and crust on the surface. Her air pockets are crusting too, arrested mid-rise.
Tomorrow she’ll receive a new influx of flour and water, but for now, back to bed. 

Lachlan / Sydney / 23:27
Late night, come home, work sucks, I know. She’s smelling fruity by the stairs.
She’s actually not though she’s kind of a mess...but a good one this time! Bubbles galore and a
powerful aroma of….vegemite again? This is not usually good but I think it is on the mend. Maybe
I’ve created some new form of mother. Texture still like that of a slurry.
Flick
Add
Mix
Until tomorrow.

TUESDAY MARCH 2, 2021 
 
Beth / Biel/Bienne / 10:03 
Scrape and dump disaster. A miscalculated toilet bowl flick flings sour muck onto the floor and
pipes. More drops on the tiles as I scramble for a wad of toilet paper. Stuff the whole mess into the
toilet and flush flush flush until only the stink remains. Placate the dregs with flour and water,
stirring the gloop into an oozing peak. Her new look: cow pat. Fresh and steaming. 
 
Lachlan / Sydney / 20:49
Smelling good and looking good again. The fridge is not the place for this one however I don’t think
I can upkeep this on a daily basis, so needy! Dads got places to be, can’t keep this up forever.
Sludging out one half, a puff of pungence, baby vomit but that’s good. Swirl in the nutrient powder,
lil bit of water. Good to go! 

Kieran / Sydney / 23:51
Delicate patches of lacework froth, light and airy they twirl in the thin upper waters. There is
separation as always, this seems to be the case for a fridge dwelling girl. Will leave her out IRL
again and see how huffy she gets. Smells like a fruity baguette though. Took a left turn at my fridge
and ended up in Paris. Tres zingy, tres fresh.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 3, 2021 

Beth / Biel/Bienne / 09:32
A night by the warm pipes after a full feed. She’s an ecstatic sponge, bubble strata explosion.
Wafting with joy, she scents the kitchen with her contented tang. Scrape the jar rim with a fork to
include her darkening crusts in the festivities. I whip her into a frenzy then put her in the fridge to
cool off a bit.



Kieran / Sydney / 23:13
Watery insipid looking thing, sullen almost. Scent like a packet of flour that has fallen into a puddle
of subpar apple juice at the supermarket. Needs some love. With more flour and water she is
thicken and towards plump. Stir stir stir! I can tell she’ll be frothing by the morning.

Lachlan / Sydney / N/A
I forgot, bad carer

THURSDAY MARCH 4, 2021 

Lachlan / Sydney / 20:32
Shallow sea of oily black discharge surrounds islands of bubbling mother, the protruding mounds
sweat the slick.
Smell is super sour, vinegar verge.
Remove half and its thicker than I expected, usually when it looks like this there’s a bit of a texture
of slip. Maybe this is a good sign!
Half removed and re-added and I am out of flour.

Beth / Biel/Bienne / 21:02
A smooth whip contented glug. She has the soft folded nutty texture of tahini paste. Mild aroma. No
complaints here.

Kieran / Sydney / 23:14
Frothy peaks with deep bubbles, high and firm with depths you can gaze through. Like beady eyes.
She looks like she has secrets. What are you hiding from me?? Juicy scent but not so zingy. Not
as good as she thinks she is.

FRIDAY MARCH 5, 2021 

Kieran / Sydney / 23:17
Floored when I first take a whiff. Robust and heady smell. Ripe pears left in the sun. Rotting slowly
in a meadow. Froth like foam. Solid! She is giving face today.

Beth / Biel/Bienne / 19:42
A quick stir to pump air into her tahini slick. Crack the rim crusts into the stick and stir again. Her
tang fills the nose with strong confectionery notes, like sniffing sherbet. No bubbles visible, her side
views give nothing away.

Lachlan / Sydney /
I was out and didn’t come home, deadbeat dad

SATURDAY MARCH 6, 2021

Lachlan / Sydney / 10:46
Going in early this morning to make up for last night. Not much of the dark oily hooch on top, but
many bubbles, I think my temporary lull in care, or perhaps my sometimes intermittent attention, is
actually doing good for it.
I remove half and it is thick and stretchy, this is what I like to see! The mother again has this sour
smell though, like baby vomit and sour milk, it’s really gross and not the fruityness I’m accustomed
to but….oh well.



Kieran / Sydney / 1826
Bubbles so thick they look like folded skin, mounds of flesh pressing together, squishing and
oozing over each other. So one was happy today! Scent is more acid, sharpness to the edge.
There is no separation, and has seen zero since I removed her from the fridge. She didn’t like it.
Some of the bubbles slowly move, she is winking at me. How y’all doin….

Beth / Biel/Bienne / NA
The household is all dripping nasal cavities, wet coughs, wadded tissues and eucalyptus rub. The
mother chills in the fridge next to the throat sirup. No feed today.

SUNDAY MARCH 7, 2021 

Kieran / Sydney / 23:16
I was out so had to leave her with the sitter -- the fridge. The chill most definitely sapped her zest.
She is in hibernation. Sharp acetone whiff, rolling out of the jar into my nose. Honestly, kinda like
amyl. Love this for her. Top curds have broken down and I can see the watery whey underneath,
poking through like chill water under hulking ice flows. Back in the fridge, she goes to her frosty
kingdom.

Beth / Biel/Bienne / 23:08
Scraped out almost all her mass this morning to ferment the dough sponge for this week’s loaf.
Loaded the scant dregs with a full feed, now she’s one puffy chunk. Honey scent, spring energy.
She’s so packed with post-bubble air cavities that I can almost see through the panting glug to the
other side of the jar, her interior exposed in the aftermath of a feeding frenzy.

Lachlan / Sydney / N/A
Back in the fridge for a bit of reduction in interference and some time to rest.

MONDAY MARCH 8, 2021

Kieran / Sydney / 22:51
Intense heady acetone scent powers out of the jar. BAM! Islands of slowly dissolving froth float on
the watery surface, the edges of which dip into this oatmeal coloured whey. Again - ZING! The
overwhelming perfume rolls out and captures my nose. There are fringes of froth holding onto the
sides of the jar, dancing when I twirl the vessel. The fridge may induce dormancy but it seems to
only capture this smell. Like a GASP! caught within a clap.

Lachlan / Sydney / 22:00
Back in the fridge and the mother seems to be doing well, more of a sense of stasis and less of a
chaotic urgency to it all. Instead of adding in any more flour and water I check the consistency, no
bubbles but the thickness and stringyness has returned to a kind of quicksand, thin and slippery.

Beth / Biel/Bienne / 10:20
She’s spent all day in the fridge. Her scent is discreet, hard to define, or rather, too discreet for my
blocked sinuses to register. Signal failure. She’s lumpy, impassive. No wobble, no give, no ooze.
She’s a very solid wet. Consider stirring her up to arouse some signs of life, but my wrists aren’t up
to all that stick. Back in the fridge, stalling tactic.

TUESDAY MARCH 9, 2021  
Lachlan / Sydney / 22:04



No visible change from yesterday. Not sure what to do now I don’t think this is working very well for
me. Out of the fridge again, half flour out, half flour in. Moisten and mix.

Beth / Biel/Bienne / 20:11
Another day in the fridge. Take her out to warm her up for an hour and see how’s she’s faring. Now
she’s a solid stink. Sour gusts surf the mucus flows glugging my sinus. Some sombre crusting.
She’s sweating hooch around the edges. Drooling need. I’m unmoved. A check around her sides
confirms healthy bubble clusters. She’s just being greedy. Back in the chill, maybe tomorrow she
gets what she wants.

Kieran / Sydney / 23:15
Sluggish and grey with shades of paint thinner, in appearance and smell. One lonely island of froth.
More like an island of sludge now. Putting your nose to the jar is like smelling wet nail polish. Harsh
and not that pleasant - but you can’t get enough. I’ve let her slip into dormancy long enough. Will
feed tomorrow!


